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[1] We used a simple energy balance equation, and estimates of the cross-shore energy

flux carried by progressive surf beat, to calculate the rate of net surf beat forcing (or
dissipation) on a beach near Duck, North Carolina. Far inside the surf zone, surf beat
dissipation exceeded forcing. Outside the surf zone, surf beat forcing exceeded dissipation.
When incident waves were large, surf beat dissipation inside the surf zone and forcing just
outside the surf zone were both very strong (the surf beat energy dissipated in the surf
zone in a single beat period was of the same order as the total amount of surf beat energy
stored in the surf zone). During storms, shoreward propagation of surf beat maintained
surf beat energy in the surf zone. Net surf beat dissipation in the surf zone scaled as
predicted by a simple bottom stress parameterization. The inferred dissipation factor for
surf beat was 0.08, within the range of wave dissipation factors usually observed in the
field and 27–80 times larger than drag coefficients appropriate for the mean longshore
current. The observed rapid forcing, rapid dissipation, and shoreward propagation of surf
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1. Introduction
[2] In this paper we study the forcing and dissipation of
low-frequency (0.005– 0.05 Hz) gravity waves on a natural
beach. These low-frequency gravity waves, often called
infragravity waves or surf beat, are important in very
shallow water where they often dominate water velocity
and sea surface displacement fields [Guza and Thornton,
1982; Holman and Bowen, 1984]. Surf beat is generated
primarily by nonlinear interactions with higher-frequency
gravity waves [Munk, 1949; Longuet-Higgins and Stewart,
1962; Hasselmann et al., 1963; Symonds et al., 1982;
Ruessink, 1998a].
[3] Surf beat dissipation is not understood. Several
researchers have suggested mechanisms that could dissipate
surf beat, including bottom friction [Guza and Davis, 1974;
Lippmann et al., 1997], wave breaking [Bowen, 1977;
Schäffer, 1993; Van Dongeren et al., 1996], and propagation
of nonlinearly forced higher-frequency waves to deeper
water [Guza and Bowen, 1976b; Mathew and Akylas,
1990]. Surf beat energy might also be lost from beaches
by propagation of surf beat to deeper water [e.g., Schäffer,
1993; Chen and Guza, 1999]. These theories have not been
tested against field observations and, because wave breaking is not fully understood, it is not known which of the
possible dissipation mechanisms is most important.
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[4] Two types of freely propagating surf beat exist: edge
waves and leaky waves. Edge waves are trapped close to the
shore by refraction, whereas leaky waves can propagate to
and from deep water. If dissipation is sufficiently weak then
edge and leaky waves respond to forcing in a strongly
resonant manner and dominate surf beat. Bowen and Guza
[1978] and others have suggested that edge waves might
become larger than leaky waves because they are trapped in
shallow water where nonlinear forcing is strong.
[5] If dissipation is strong then the effects of forcing can
not accumulate over many wave periods, so resonance is
suppressed and qualitatively new behavior is expected. The
degree to which a free (leaky or edge wave) mode dominates over nonresonant modes is determined by the parameter [Green, 1955]
Q ¼ 2p

Total energy of mode
:
Energy of mode dissipated in a single wave period
ð1Þ

Note that Q is approximately the timescale for wave
dissipation divided by the wave period, so a low Q indicates
rapid dissipation and a high Q indicates slow dissipation.
Only if Q  1 can the effects of forcing accumulate over
many wave periods, generating a strong resonant response.
[6] Most models of surf beat dynamics neglect dissipation [Eckart, 1951; Ursell, 1952; Kenyon, 1970; Holman
and Bowen, 1979, 1982; Symonds, 1982; Mei and Benmoussa, 1984; Liu, 1989; Howd et al., 1992; List, 1992;
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Bryan and Bowen, 1996; Schäffer, 1993, 1994] or assume
that dissipation is asymptotically weak [Gallagher, 1971;
Foda and Mei, 1981; Lippmann et al., 1997]. These high Q
models successfully predict many features of the observed
cross-shore [Huntley, 1976; Holland et al., 1995], longshore
[Huntley et al., 1981; Oltman-Shay and Guza, 1987; Bryan
et al., 1998], and frequency domain [Holman, 1981; Guza
and Thornton, 1985] structure of surf beat. The success of
high Q models suggests that the Q of surf beat is often high
[Holman, 1981]. However, strong correlations are often
observed between surf beat and local nonlinear forcing
[Munk, 1949; Tucker, 1950; Huntley and Kim, 1984; Guza
et al., 1984; List, 1986, 1992; Masselink, 1995; Ruessink,
1998a], suggesting that a significant amount of energy is
carried by modes that are not resonantly forced (‘forced
modes’). Observations of strong correlations between surf
beat and local nonlinear forcing lead Huntley and Kim
[1984] to conclude that the low-frequency (<0.03Hz) surf
beat they observed was not dominated by free (i.e., high Q,
resonantly forced) waves.
[7] Longuet-Higgins and Stewart [1962] showed that the
strength of the response of surf beat to forcing increases
with decreasing water depth. Symonds et al. [1982] suggested that a significant amount of surf beat forcing occurs
at the edge of the surf zone, where wave breaking is
intermittent, and no forcing occurs inside the saturated surf
zone. Huntley and Kim [1984], List [1986], Masselink
[1995], and Ruessink [1998a, 1998b] found that correlations
between surf beat and nonlinear forcing increase with
increasing wave height and decreasing water depth until
intense wave breaking occurs, at which stage correlations
suddenly decline. These observations are in qualitative
agreement with the theories of Longuet-Higgins and Stewart [1962] and Symonds et al. [1982]; however, no quantitative relationship between the observed correlation strength
and the strength of surf beat forcing near the shore has been
derived. Farther offshore (8 m water depth) only a small
proportion of low-frequency energy can be explained by
local nonlinear forcing, although this proportion does
increase during storms [Okihiro et al., 1992; Elgar et al.,
1992; Herbers et al., 1994, 1995b]. Munk et al. [1964]
found that strongly resonant (high Q) edge waves dominated the infragravity energy they observed in 7 m water
depth on the Californian Continental Shelf.
[8] Guza and Bowen [1976a], Bowen [1977], Bowen and
Guza [1978], Huntley et al. [1981], and Bryan and Bowen
[1996] suggested that wave breaking might lead to particularly strong surf beat dissipation inside the surf zone.
Feddersen et al. [1998] showed that the bottom drag
coefficient for the mean longshore current is about three
times larger inside the surf zone than outside the surf zone.
Observations of progressive infragravity waves [Elgar et
al., 1994] and infragravity energy fluxes [Herbers et al.,
1995a] in 8 m water depth suggest that infragravity waves
can be significantly dissipated on the continental shelf
during storms.
[9] The purpose of this paper is to determine the approximate strength and cross-shore structure of surf beat forcing
and dissipation. In section 2 we present a simple energy
balance equation for surf beat. We show that this energy
balance equation can be combined with measurements of
water pressure, velocity, and depth to yield spatially aver-

aged rates of net surf beat forcing (or dissipation). This
method provides estimates of the difference between surf
beat forcing and dissipation, but does not allow us to
evaluate forcing and dissipation separately. We will use
the method developed in section 2 to analyze data collected
from a beach near Duck, North Carolina. We describe the
field site and instrumentation in section 3 and present results
in section 4. We find that net surf beat forcing (or dissipation) was strong when incident waves were large and
weak when incident waves were small. Forcing exceeded
dissipation outside the surf zone and dissipation exceeded
forcing inside the surf zone. During storms, shoreward surf
beat propagation maintained surf beat energy inside the
saturated surf zone. We discuss the implications of our
results and present our conclusions in section 5.

2. Energy Equation
[10] Schäffer [1993] derived an energy balance equation
for surf beat by assuming that beat frequencies are much
lower than incident wave frequencies. In this section we
show that a slightly modified form of Schäffer’s energy
equation applies even when beat frequencies are not much
lower than incident wave frequencies. This result is useful
because beat frequencies are often not much lower than
incident-wave frequencies (surf beat frequencies are as high
as 0.05 Hz and the peak frequency of incident waves is
often only 0.1 Hz). We also derive a simpler energy
equation for a statistically steady wave field on a long,
straight beach.
[11] Let
t = time,
xj = j’th horizontal coordinate ( j = 1 or 2),
u = horizontal water velocity,
uj = j’th component of u,
h = still water depth,
h = sea surface elevation (above still water level),
g = gravitational acceleration.
Also, for any variable X, let hX iw be the time-varying
complex amplitude of a frequency w Fourier component of
X (see Appendix A1 for definition).
[12] In Appendix A we derive the equation for the timevarying energy of frequency w surf beat
@E ðwÞ
þ r wðwÞ þ F ðwÞ þ DðwÞ ¼ 0;
@t

ð2Þ

E ðwÞ ¼ hjh~
uiw j2 þ gjhhiw j2 ;

ð3Þ



uiw ;
wðwÞ ¼ 2< hghhiw h~

ð4Þ



@hTj;k iw
;
F ðwÞ ¼ 2< h~
u j iw
@xk

ð5Þ

where

D(w) = and depth-integrated rate of dissipation at frequency
w, < = real part,
~ ¼uþ
u

M
;
h

ð6Þ
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Z

h

Tj;k ¼

uj uk dz þ dj;k
h

0

Z
M¼

h

p
dz;
r

ð7Þ

and gathering nonlinear terms together into a single term
N (w) gives

ð8Þ

@E½qx ðwÞ
þ E½DðwÞ  E ½N ðwÞ ¼ 0;
@x

ð11Þ



qx ¼ 2h< ghhiw huiw ;

ð12Þ

h

udz;
0


dj;k ¼

1 j¼k
0 j¼
6 k

ð9Þ

The summation convention has been used, so repeated
indices are summed over all allowable values.
[13] Equation (2) applies to strongly nonlinear waves.
However, in a strongly nonlinear wave field, some energy
is shared between waves with different frequencies, and
the wave energy at a single frequency is not well defined.
Consequently, interpretation of equation (2) is difficult
unless nonlinear interactions are weak.
[14] ũ is the depth-integrated mass transport divided by
the still water depth. The momentum flux tensor T contains
contributions from both the mean flow and the wave field.
Variations in radiation stress [Longuet-Higgins and Stewart,
1964] are included in T. M is the Stokes drift.
[15] E(w) is, except for a small Stokes drift contribution,
the depth-integrated energy of a wave with frequency w.
w(w) is the the wave energy flux, and represents the depthintegrated rate of working by the water pressure on the
water motion. F (w) is the depth-integrated rate of working
by the momentum flux gradient on the water motion.
[16] Nonlinear interactions between waves are associated
with the momentum flux hTj,kiw and Stokes drift hMiw terms
of equation (2). For example, consider the nonlinear component of the wave energy flux, ghhiwhMiw, in the shallow
water limit where hMiw = hhuiw. From a generalization of
Parseval’s theorem [e.g., Batchelor, 1960],
hhuiw ¼

1
X
w1 ¼1

hhiww1 huiw1 ;
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where

N ðwÞ ¼ 2<



@hTj;k iw
@ghhiw hM iw
þ h~
uj iw
:
@x
@xk

ð13Þ

[19] From equation (12)
E½qx ðwÞ=ðwÞ ¼ ghCh;u ðwÞ;

ð14Þ

 

Ch;u ðwÞ ¼ 2< E hhiw huiw =ðwÞ

ð15Þ

where

is the density of the cospectrum between u and h at
frequency w (w is the frequency resolution defined by
equation (A2)).
[20] Eldeberky and Battjes [1996], Elgar et al. [1997],
Chen and Guza [1997], and Herbers et al. [2000] used
equation (11) to study wave shoaling, but they assumed
shoreward propagation (although Herbers et al. [2000]
allowed for small departures from this assumption), so to
leading order
qx ðwÞ ¼ E ðwÞCg ðwÞ;

ð16Þ

where Cg(w) = group velocity. The assumption of
shoreward propagation is probably a good approximation
for the incident wave frequencies to which equation (16) has
primarily been applied, but its application to surf beat is not
justified. Reflection of surf beat from the shore, broad
directional spread, and refractive trapping of edge waves
ensure that equation (16) does not apply to surf beat. In
contrast, equation (14) allows for reflection and directional
spread and is free from these problems.
[21] Integrating equation (11) from x = a to x = b and
applying equation (14) gives

so hhiw, hhiww1 and huiw1 form a triad of nonlinearly
interacting waves for every value of w1.
[17] Equation (2) was derived by assuming that beat
frequency pressure fluctuations are hydrostatic (equation
(A13)), and by neglecting the depth dependence of beat
frequency fluctuations in horizontal velocity (equation
(A14)). These assumptions are correct to leading order
for Boussinesq surf beat and exact in the shallow water
limit. Neglected effects include reductions in water pres- 



sure associated with the vertical flux of vertical momentum hCp;u ðwÞ x¼b  hCp;u ðwÞ x¼a
(which, as we show in Appendix A, probably leads to
Z b



errors of less than 5%), and nonpotential flow in the
þ
E½D0 ðwÞ  E N 0 ðwÞ dx ¼ 0;
ð17Þ
bottom boundary layer (which is negligible if boundary
x¼a
layer thickness is small compared to the water depth).
Equation (2) is very similar to the energy equation of where D0(w) = D(w)/(w) is the dissipation per unit frequency
Schäffer [1993], but does not rely on the assumption that (similarly for N 0(w)).
[22] Given measurements of water pressure, water velocthe surf beat period is much longer than the incident wave
ity, and mean water depth at two points x = a and x = b in
period.
[18] Let x and y be the cross-shore and longshore coor- the cross-shore, equation (17) can be solved for the excess
dinates respectively (x positive onshore). Let u and v be the of dissipation over forcing (negative if forcing exceeds
x and y components of the velocity u. Applying the expect- dissipation) between a and b. Alternatively, we can choose
ation operator E[.] to equation (2), assuming stationarity b to be the shoreline, across which there is no flux of surf
(@E[.]/@t = 0) and longshore homogeneity (@E[.]/@y = 0), beat energy. Then the shoreward energy flux at x = a equals
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[25] Equation (11) neglects the longshore gradient of the
longshore energy flux. The ratio of the longshore flux
gradient to the cross-shore flux gradient is
R¼

Figure 1. Measured beach profiles and location of
instrumented frames 1 –4.
the excess of dissipation over forcing onshore of a. Unfortunately, it is difficult to separate the forcing and dissipation
terms of equation (17), but the difference between forcing
and dissipation still provides useful information. Equation
(17) applies at every surf beat frequency, but for simplicity
we will integrate equation (17) over all surf beat frequencies
to obtain a total surf beat energy balance.

3. Field Site and Instrumentation
[23] We will analyze data collected on an ocean beach
near Duck, North Carolina by the Dalhousie nearshore
research group during the Sandyduck beach experiment of
1997. Figure 1 shows the cross-shore array of four instrumented frames from which the data were collected, together
with measured beach profiles. Water pressures and velocities were measured at 2 Hz at every frame. During the
Sandyduck experiment, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
regularly measured seabed elevation profiles using the
Coastal Research Amphibious Buggy [Lee and Birkemeier,
1993]. Seabed elevations beneath the instrumented frames
were also measured continuously using sonar altimeters.

@qy =@y
qy Lx
;

qx Ly
@qx =@x

ð18Þ

where
qy = longshore component of surf beat energy flux,
Lx = cross-shore length scale over which qx varies,
Ly = longshore length scale over which qy varies.
Since the beach at Duck is long and straight, we assume
Lx/Ly < 1. When incident waves were large, the observed
mean square longshore surf beat energy flux was usually an
order of magnitude smaller than the mean square crossshore surf beat energy flux. When incident waves were
small, the longshore and cross-shore energy fluxes were of
the same magnitude. Therefore, when incident waves were
large R  1, so the longshore uniform approximation made
in the derivation of equation (11) was reasonable. We cannot
be sure how accurate the longshore uniform approximation
was when incident waves were small.
[26] Figure 3 shows the time series of significant wave
height, surf beat sea surface elevation variance, and shoreward surf beat energy flux, measured at frame 4. Similar
results were obtained from the other three frames. Surf beat
energy increased with increasing significant wave height,
consistent with the findings of Tucker [1950], Holman
[1981], Guza and Thornton [1985], and others. The surf
beat energy flux was directed onshore in 86% of cases,
suggesting that the nearshore zone (<3.5 m depth) was
usually a region of net surf beat dissipation during the
Sandyduck experiment (equation (17)). Shoreward energy
fluxes were most pronounced when incident waves were
large: when the significant wave height was greater than 1 m
the surf beat energy flux was always directed onshore. The
observed shoreward energy flux does not imply that surf
beat forcing was weak near the shore, but it does imply that
dissipation was usually stronger than forcing. During the
Sandyduck experiment, incident wave (0.05 – 0.33 Hz)
energy fluxes ranged from 0.08 m4s3 to 12 m4s3 and
were always directed onshore.

4. Results
[24] Cross-periodograms between water pressure and
velocity were calculated from quadratically detrended
half-hour time series. Spectra of the wave energy flux were
estimated by averaging these cross-periodograms and
applying equations (14) and (A13). Figure 2 shows a
spectrum of the shoreward energy flux measured over two
hours during a storm on day 293. The shaded region of
Figure 2 is the surf beat band (0.005 – 0.05 Hz). For every
half hour of the experiment we estimated the total surf beat
energy flux qx by integrating raw cross-periodograms
between pressure and velocity over the entire surf beat band
and multiplying by the water depth h. Other statistics, such
as significant wave height and the surf beat sea surface
elevation variance, were also calculated every half hour. We
estimated sea surface elevations from water pressure measurements using linear wave1=2theory. The significant wave
height was calculated as 4w2 , where w2 is the sea surface
elevation variance due to waves with frequencies greater
than 0.05 Hz.

Figure 2. Spectrum of the energy flux density qx(w)/(w)
at frame 1 for a two hour period following 10:30 pm on day
293, estimated using equation (14). The shaded region is the
surf beat band. The cospectral estimates have 10 dof.
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whether frame 1 was inside or outside the saturated surf
zone, we define the shoaled significant wave height
Hs0 ¼ ½hð4Þ=h1=4 Hsð4Þ;

Figure 3. Time series of half-hourly significant wave
2 , and
height, Hs, surf beat sea surface elevation variance, sb
shoreward surf beat energy flux, qx, during Sandyduck at frame 4
(3.5 m depth).

[27] Figure 4 shows the significant wave height Hs as a
function of water depth at frames 1 and 4. Wave heights
were limited by breaking, as described by the relation
Hs  gh;

ð19Þ

where the breaker ratio g equals 0.66 at frame 1 and 0.43 at
frame 4. Sallenger and Holman [1985] and Raubenheimer
et al. [1996] discuss the application of equation (19) to the
surf zone at Duck. In order to determine approximately

Figure 4. Significant wave height, Hs, versus water depth,
h: (a) frame 1 and (b) frame 4. Dashed line is H s = gh,
where g is 0.66 at frame 1 and 0.43 at frame 4. Each data
point is estimated from a half-hour time series segment.

ð20Þ

where Hs(4) and h(4) are the significant wave height and
water depth at frame 4, and h is the local water depth. Hs0 is
the wave height that would be observed given linear,
nondissipative shoaling of shore normal shallow water
waves. Roughly, frame 1 is inside (outside) the saturated
surf zone when Hs0/h is greater than (less than) g at frame 1.
At frame 4, Hs0 = Hs.
[28] The shoreward surf beat energy flux shown in Figure
3 implies some shoreward propagation of surf beat. We
define the onshore progressiveness r as the ratio between
the actual surf beat energy flux, calculated from equation
(14), and the surf beat energy flux expected for a purely
shore normal, shoreward propagating wave, calculated from
equation (16). If all surf beat propagates directly shoreward
r = 1, if all surf beat propagates directly seaward r = 1,
and if all surf beat is standing in the cross-shore r = 0.
Directional spreading of waves (away from shore normal)
reduces the magnitude of r. We estimated the total surf beat
energy density as twice the potential energy density, or
E ¼ g h2sb ;

ð21Þ

where h2sb is the sea surface elevation variance due to surf
beat. The use of equation (20) introduced small errors into
our E estimates, but allowed us to separate surf beat (gravity
wave) energy from the shear wave energy that often
contributes a large proportion of the total low-frequency
kinetic energy [Lippmann, 1999]. Figure 5 shows the

Figure 5. Onshore progressiveness of surf beat,
r = qx/ECg), versus shoaled significant wave height
(equation (20)) divided by water depth, Hs0/h: (a) frame 1
and (b) frame 4. The vertical dashed lines indicate Hs0/h = g.
Each data point is estimated from a half-hour time series
segment.
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from shear wave dissipation we rewrite equation (23) in
terms of the sea surface elevation variance. For gravity
waves in shallow water [Lippmann et al., 1999]
2

juj  gh2 =h; ) DðwÞ  fe ð g=hÞ3=2 h2

1=2 2
hsb :

ð25Þ

From equations (17) and (24)
Z

shore

qx jx¼a 

fe ð g=hÞ3=2 h2

x¼a

1=2

Figure 6. Onshore surf beat energy flux, qx, versus h2 h2sb
at frame 1. Dashed line is qx ¼ bh2 1=2 h2sb , with b chosen to
give least squares fit. Each data point is estimated from a halfhour time series segment.
observed dependence of r on the nondimensional shoaled
wave height Hs0/h. When the nondimensional wave height
was small, r  0 and surf beat was approximately standing
in the cross shore. When the nondimensional wave height
was large, r > 0 and there was a significant shoreward
propagating component of surf beat.
[29] We will now show that the observed net surf beat
dissipation can be predicted using a standard bottom stress
parameterization. The dissipation of the energy of a frequency w wave by bottom friction is
DðwÞ ¼ fe jukhuiw j2 ;

ð22Þ

where fe is a dimensionless energy dissipation factor. Values
of fe observed in the field for incident frequency waves are
usually in the range 0.01– 1 [Sleath, 1984].
[30] Feddersen et al. [1998] showed that the drag force
(divided by the water density), F, retarding the mean longshore current, v, at Duck is
F ¼ cf jujv;

where the bottom drag coefficient, cf, is roughly 0.001
outside the surf zone and 0.003 inside the surf zone.
Applying the same parameterization to surf beat
FðwÞ ¼ cf jujhuiw ;
) DðwÞ ¼ FðwÞ huiw ¼ cf jukhuiw j2 :

ð23Þ

Equation (22) differs from equation (21) only in the
magnitude of the nondimensional coefficient: dissipation
factors for waves are one or two orders of magnitude larger
than drag coefficients for the mean current [Nielsen, 1992].
[31] From equations (21) and (22) the total dissipation of
surf beat energy by bottom drag scales with
juj

ðjuj2sb Þ

2

1=2

ð24Þ

where
is the contribution to velocity variance from
surf beat frequencies. To separate gravity wave dissipation

 E½N sb  dx:

ð26Þ

[32] Figure 6 shows that the shoreward surf beat energy
flux at frame 1 scales with h2 1=2 h2sb (r2 = 0.92), as predicted
by equation (25) if the nonlinear energy exchange to the surf
beat band, Nsb, is neglected. An order of magnitude estimate
for fe is
fe 

b
ð g=hÞ3=2 l

;

ð27Þ

where l is the distance from frame 1 to the shore, b is the slope
of the dashed line in Figure 6, and h is a typical water depth
shoreward of frame 1 (taken to be half the depth at frame 1).
Applying equation (26) gives fe  0.08, which is a normal
value for a wave dissipation factor and is 27– 80 times larger
than the drag coefficients Feddersen et al. [1998] found were
appropriate for the mean longshore current.
[33] We neglected N sb in the derivation of equation (26).
If Nsb > 0 (i.e., if nonlinear interactions force, rather than
dissipate, surf beat) then actual rates of dissipation and true
fe values were higher than we estimated. Alternatively,
nonlinear damping (Nsb < 0, [e.g., Schäffer, 1993; Van
Dongeren et al., 1996]) could account for some of the
observed energy loss, in which case true fe values would be
lower than estimated. However, the slope b was largely
determined by the strong energy fluxes that were measured
during storms, when frame 1 was well inside the saturated
surf zone (Figure 4) and nonlinear forcing was probably
weak. We also assumed that wave velocity variances were
constant onshore of frame 1. This assumption might introduce a significant error into our fe estimate. Because of these
crude assumptions, our fe estimate can only be regarded as
an order of magnitude approximation. Furthermore, we
cannot be sure that bottom stress was the mechanism
responsible for dissipating surf beat, in spite of the good
agreement between observed dissipation and the standard
bottom stress parameterization. Nevertheless, it is useful to
note that net surf beat dissipation in the surf zone can be
parameterized in a simple manner.
[34] In section 1 we discussed Q as a measure of the
strength of surf beat dissipation. Since we can measure only
spatially averaged net forcing or dissipation, we cannot
measure Q values for individual surf beat modes. Instead,
we define the net forcing strength
S¼

juj2sb ;

1=2 2
hsb

Net surf beat energy generated in one beat period
;
Total surf beat energy
Rb
)S¼

x¼a

ð28Þ
ðE ½N Þ  E ½Ddx
;
Rb
w x¼a Edx
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where N , D, and E are integrated over the surf beat band.
From equation (17)
S

qxjx¼b  qxjx¼a
;
Rb
ð0:025HzÞ x¼a Edx

ð29Þ

where 0.025Hz has been chosen as a typical surf beat
frequency. Since this ‘‘typical’’ beat frequency was chosen
somewhat arbitrarily, only the sign and order of magnitude
of S are significant. Where possible we estimated the
integral in equation (28) using the trapezoidal rule. To
estimate the integral between between frame 1 and the
shore, we multiplied the energy density at frame 1 by the
distance to the shore. The energy density E was estimated
using equation (20).
[35] S is positive (negative) if total forcing exceeds total
dissipation (dissipation exceeds forcing) between x = a and
x = b. If jSj is order one, then the surf beat energy forced (or
dissipated) between x = a and x = b in a single beat period is
of the same order as the total amount of surf beat energy
stored between x = a and x = b. If jSj  1, then net forcing
(or dissipation) is weak, but this does not imply that actual
forcing and dissipation are weak. If strong forcing and
strong dissipation happen to cancel, then S  1. Therefore,
large jSj values indicate strong forcing or dissipation,
whereas small jSj values are ambiguous.
[36] Figure 7a shows the estimated strength of net surf
beat forcing, S, for the region between frames 1 and 4.
Figure 7b shows S for the region between frame 1 and the
shore. The vertical dashed lines indicate the nondimensional
wave height at which frame 1 is approximately on the edge
of the saturated surf zone. When incident waves were small,
S values were scattered around zero. When incident waves
were large, S was order one, so forcing and dissipation were
strong. Between frames 1 and 4 (between about 2 and 3.5 m
depth), net forcing increased with increasing wave height
until it reached a maximum value when frame 1 was slightly
outside the saturated surf zone. When frame 1 was inside
the saturated surf zone, dissipation sometimes exceeded
forcing between frames 1 and 4. Onshore of frame 1,
dissipation usually exceeded forcing and net dissipation
grew stronger as incident the wave height increased. We
suggest that, when incident waves were large, dissipation
was strong inside the surf zone and forcing was strong just
outside the surf zone.
[37] From equations (1) and (28) it is clear that jSj is
related to 2p/Q, but there are important differences between
S and Q: Q measures the dissipation of a single wave (mode
of motion), whereas S measures the net forcing or dissipation of all modes in some limited region. Consequently, we
cannot use the measured S values to estimate Q values for
individual surf beat modes. Nevertheless, the negative,
order one S values observed during storms do indicate that
the surf beat energy lost within the surf zone in a single beat
period was of the same order as the total surf beat energy
stored within the surf zone.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
[38] A simple energy balance equation relates the energy
flux carried by progressive surf beat to net surf beat forcing
or dissipation. We used water pressures, velocities, and

Figure 7. Estimated net forcing strength, S, defined by
equation (28) versus shoaled significant wave height
(equation (20)) divided by water depth, Hs0/h, at frame 1:
(a) net forcing strength between frames 1 and 4 and (b) net
forcing strength onshore of frame 1. The vertical dashed
lines indicate Hs(1)0/h(1) = g. Each data point is estimated
from a half-hour time series segment.
depths measured on a beach near Duck, North Carolina,
to estimate cross-shore surf beat energy fluxes, and applied
the energy balance equation to estimate net surf beat forcing
or dissipation. During the Sandyduck experiment, the nearshore zone (<3.5 m depth) was usually a region of net surf
beat dissipation. Shoreward propagating surf beat carried
energy into the nearshore zone to balance this net dissipation. This shoreward propagating component of surf beat
was large during storms, when the net shoreward energy
flux was about half as large as the energy flux that could be
carried if all surf beat propagated directly onshore.
[39] The strong shoreward energy fluxes that we observed
are consistent with the incomplete reflection of surf beat
observed in the the surf zone by Nelson and Gonsalves
[1992], Raubenheimer et al. [1995], Saulter et al. [1998],
Henderson et al. [2001], and Sheremet et al. [2001].
[40] Most existing surf beat models do not predict the
strong shoreward propagation that we observed because
they do not simulate strong surf zone dissipation. Unforced,
undamped surf beat models [Eckart, 1951; Ursell, 1952;
Kenyon, 1970; Holman and Bowen, 1979, 1982; Howd et
al., 1992; Bryan and Bowen, 1996] predict that surf beat has
a cross-shore standing structure. Nondissipative and weakly
dissipative models that allow for the possibility of edge
wave resonance [Gallagher, 1971; Bowen and Guza, 1978;
Schäffer, 1994; Lippmann et al., 1997] also predict that surf
beat is cross-shore standing. The breakpoint-forcing model
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of Symonds et al. [1982] predicts cross-shore standing
waves onshore of the breakpoint and seaward propagating
waves offshore of the breakpoint. The models of Schäffer
[1993] and Van Dongeren et al. [1996] predict that nonlinear forcing due to intermittent wave breaking opposes
incident bound wave motions, leading to net nonlinear
damping of surf beat at the breakpoint and shoreward
propagation just outside the breakpoint. However, these last
three models exclude the possibility of edge wave resonance
through the arbitrary assumption that forcing is entirely
shore normal.
[41] During the Sandyduck experiment, dissipation was
strongest well inside the saturated surf zone, exactly where
incident waves were limited by breaking and surf beat made
an important contribution to the total flow field. We suggest
that models of surf beat dynamics should incorporate rapid
surf zone dissipation.
[42] A standard bottom dissipation parameterization predicted the observed net surf beat dissipation well. The wave
dissipation factor for surf beat was O(101), within the
range of dissipation factors usually observed for higherfrequency incident waves.
[43] The region between 2 m and 3.5 m depth was a
region of net surf beat forcing, except when incident waves
were very large and the saturated surf zone extended beyond
2 m depth. We suggest that surf beat forcing usually
exceeded dissipation outside the surf zone, whereas dissipation exceeded forcing inside the surf zone. This is
consistent with the cross-shore structure of surf beat forcing
predicted by Longuet-Higgins and Stewart [1962] and
Symonds et al. [1982] and with the suggestion of Guza
and Bowen [1976a] and others that surf beat dissipation
might be most rapid inside the surf zone.
[44] Surf beat forcing and dissipation were very strong
during storms. When incident waves were large, the surf
beat energy dissipated within the surf zone during a single
beat period was of the same order as the total surf beat
energy stored within the surf zone. The surf beat energy
forced in a single beat period near the edge of the surf zone
was also of the same order as the total surf beat energy
stored near the edge of the surf zone.

Appendix A: Derivation of Nonlinear Frequency
Domain Energy Equation
A1. Fourier Representation of a Time-Varying Wave
Field
[45] A time series X(t) can be represented by the progressive Fourier series
X ðt Þ ¼

1
X

eið jwÞt hX ijw ;

ðA1Þ

j¼1

w ¼ 2p=L

ðA2Þ

is the frequency resolution, and
1
L

Z

tþL=2

t 0 ¼tL=2

1
@X
@ X
¼
eið jwÞt hX ijw ;
@t
@t j¼1



1
X
@hX ijw
@X
¼
:
eið jwÞt ið jwÞhX ijw þ
@t
@t
j¼1

0

ðA3Þ

ðA5Þ

But, by definition,
 
1
X
@X
ið jwÞt @X
¼
e
;
@t
@T jw
j¼1

ðA6Þ

so, from equations (A5) and (A6)




@X
@t

¼ iwhX iw þ
w

@hX iw
:
@t

ðA7Þ

Now
@hX iw hX iw
@hX iw
@hX iw
¼ hX iw
þ hX iw
:
@t
@t
@t

ðA8Þ

Combining equations (A7) and (A8), and noting that hX iw
is the complex conjugate of hX iw for any real X, gives
  

@jhX iw j2
@X
:
¼ 2< hX iw
@t w
@t

ðA9Þ

A2. Mass and Momentum Conservation
[47] An exact, depth-integrated momentum equation for
waves in water of constant density and arbitrary depth is
[Phillips, 1977, equation (3.6.7)]
@
@t

Z

h

uj dz þ
h

@
@xk

Z

h

uj uk dz þ
h

@
@xj

Z

h

h

p
p @h
¼ 0;
dz 
r
| @xj
ðA10Þ

Z

0

)

@uj
dz þ
@t

Z

0
h

@T j;k
@Mj
@ ð p=|Þ
¼ 0;
dz þ
;þ
@xj
@xk
@t

ðA11Þ

where T and M are defined by equations (7) and (8), p =
water pressure, and | = water density.
[48] Equation (A11) can be rewritten using the Fourier
components defined by equations (7) and (8):
Z

eiwt X ðt 0 Þdt 0

ðA4Þ

so

h

where

hX iw ¼

is the complex amplitude of a frequency-w sinusoid fitted to
a length L segment of X centered on time t. Note that hX iw
is a function of time t.
[46] We now derive an identity for use in section A3.
From equation (A1),

0

h



@uj
@t


dz þ
w



@hTj;k iw
@Mj
1 @h piw
dz þ
þ
¼ 0:
r @xj
@xk
@t w
ðA12Þ
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[51] From equations (6), (A12), (A13), and (A14),
h

 
@~
uj
@hhiw @hTj;k iw
þgh
þ
¼ 0:
@t w
@xj
@xk

ðA16Þ

Similarly, the exact depth-integrated mass conservation
equation
@h
@
þ
@t @xk

Z

h

uk dz ¼ 0;

ðA17Þ

h

together with equation (A14), leads to

Figure A1. Effect of water depth and wave period on the
ratio m between neglected and retained radiation stress
components. Interval between contours is 0.02. Lowest
contour is m = 0.02.

 
@h
@hh~
uk iw
þ
¼ 0:
@t w
@xk

ðA18Þ

A3. Energy Equation
[52] Adding h~ujiw  equation (A16) to the complex
conjugate of h~ujiw  equation (A16) and applying equation
(A9) gives

We now approximate the motion at frequency w by
assuming
hpiw ¼ |ghhiw ;

ðA13Þ

huj iw is independent of z:

ðA14Þ



@hjhe
uiw j2
@hhiw
@hTj;k iw
þ 2< ghh~
uj iw
¼ 0: ðA19Þ
þ h~
uj iw
@t
@xj
@xk

But
Equations (A13) and (A14) are correct to leading order if
frequency w waves satisfy the Boussinesq assumptions, and
are exact in the shallow water limit.
[49] In reality, hpiw depends in part on fluxes of vertical
momentum. The effects of these momentum fluxes are are
usually incorporated into the radiation stress, but have been
neglected in equation (A13). Longuet-Higgins and Stewart
[1964] divided the normal radiation stress Sx,x into three
(1)
(2)
(3)
, Sx,x
, and Sx,x
[Longuet-Higgins and
components, Sx,x
(1)
and
Stewart, 1964, equation (9)]. We have included Sx,x
(3)
Sx,x
in Tx,x but, through equation (A13), have neglected the
(2)
. From linear theory, the ratio
pressure deficit term Sx,x
between the neglected and retained radiation stress terms
for long wave groups is

m

ð2Þ
Sx;x
ð1Þ

ð3Þ

Sx;x þ Sx;x

1  2kh= sinhð2khÞ
¼
2 þ 2kh= sinhð2khÞ

ðA15Þ

where k is the wavenumber. Figure A1 shows how m varies
with wave period and water depth. During Sandyduck, peak
periods were usually about 7 – 13 s, and depths at the
instrumented frames ranged from 1 m to 5 m. From Figure
A1, assumption (A13) leads to errors of about 2– 5% in
radiation stress estimates. Usually hjh piwj > jhSx,xiwj, so the
relative error in jh piwj estimates due to the neglected
pressure deficit term was probably less than 5%.
[50] Equation (A14) neglects variations of hujiw in the
surface and bottom boundary layers. We assume that the
thickness of these boundary layers is much less than the water
depth, so that the proportion of the depth-integrated momentum stored in the boundary layers is negligible.

ghh~
uj iw

uj iw hhiw
@hh~
uj iw
@hhiw @ghh~
¼
 ghhiw
;
@xj
@xj
@xj

ðA20Þ

so from equations (A18), (A20), and (A9),




@hghhiw h~
uj iw
@hhiw
@gjhhiw j2
¼ 2<
þ
:
2< ghh~
uj iw
@xj
@xj
@t
ðA21Þ

Substituting equation (A21) into equation (A19) gives
@E @wj
þ
þ F ¼ 0;
@t @xj

ðA22Þ

where E, wj, and F are defined by equations (3) – (5).
Finally, adding to equation (A22) a term D to represent the
effects of dissipation gives equation (2).
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